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(here we are)
Here we are, haven't we come far
From the tragic things we knew
Gone is the dark (where the demons flock)
In the mountains they've got no view
(close your eyes)
And realize that it's do or die
And be not quick to miss a move

(so surreal)
The fee is low
The feature's passing
I hear a song of the truth I'm asking

I don't know what the future holds
No, I don't know what's in store
Well, All I want is another chance to use life for what it's
for

(overall)
Overall, I'll admit, it's old
And i've got nothing to prove
I feel the throne when the loving is on
So drenched in my favorite mood
With the sound above the ground in a world renowned
For the best place to sing the blues

The fee is (long/low) and the feature's passing

I know it's wrong but it's all I'm asking

I don't know what the future holds
No, I don't know what's in store
Well, all I want is another chance
To unite for what it's for

'Cause I know things that no one knows and who needs
anymore
Can't you see that there's things in me that nobody
ever saw

And I know that someone feels the same way too, yeah
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I'm thinking that I'll never see the end of you, yeah

I don't know what the future holds
No, I don't know what's in store
Well, all I want is another chance
To use life for what it's for

'Cause I know things that no one knows and who needs
anymore
And I'll go places nobody goes
I'll walk free through clamouring doors

All I want is another chance to use life for what it's for.
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